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e ecient management of data is an important prerequisite for realising the potential of the Internet
of ings (IoT). Two issues given the large volume of structured time-series IoT data are, addressing the
diculties of data integration between heterogeneous ings and improving ingestion and query performance
across databases on both resource-constrained ings and in the cloud. In this paper, we examine the structure
of public IoT data and discover that the majority exhibit unique at, wide and numerical characteristics
with a mix of evenly and unevenly-spaced time-series. We investigate the advances in time-series databases
for telemetry data and combine these ndings with microbenchmarks to determine the best compression
techniques and storage data structures to inform the design of a novel solution optimised for IoT data. A
query translation method with low overhead even on resource-constrained ings allows us to utilise rich
data models like the Resource Description Framework (RDF) for interoperability and data integration on top
of the optimised storage. Our solution, TritanDB, shows an order of magnitude performance improvement
across both ings and cloud hardware on many state-of-the-art databases within IoT scenarios. Finally, we
describe how TritanDB supports various analyses of IoT time-series data like forecasting.
CCS Concepts: •Information systems →Temporal data; Resource Description Framework (RDF);
Database query processing; •Networks →Cyber-physical networks; •eory of computation →Data com-
pression;
Keywords: Internet of ings, Linked Data, Time-series data, ery Translation
1 INTRODUCTION
e rise of the Internet of ings (IoT) brings with it new requirements for data management
systems. Large volumes of sensor data form streams of time-series input to IoT platforms that
need to be integrated and stored. IoT applications that seek to provide value in real-time across a
variety of domains need to retrieve, process and analyse this data quickly. Hence, data management
systems for the IoT should support the collection, integration and analysis of time-series data.
Performance and interoperability for such systems are two pressing issues explored in this
paper. Given the large volume of streaming IoT data coupled with the emergence of Edge and
Fog Computing networks [13] that distribute computing and storage functions along a cloud-to-
thing continuum in the IoT, there is a case for investigating the specic characteristics of IoT data
to optimise databases, both on resource-constrained ings as well as dynamically-provisioned,
elastically-scalable cloud instances, to beer store and query IoT data. e diculties in data
integration between heterogeneous IoT ings, possibly from dierent vendors, dierent industries
and conforming to specications from dierent standard bodies also drives our search for a rich
data model, that encourages interoperability, to describe and integrate IoT data, which can then be
applied to databases with minimal impact on performance.
e Big Data era has driven advances in data management and processing technology with new
databases emerging for many specialised use cases. Telemetry data from DevOps performance
monitoring scenarios of web-scale systems has pushed time-series databases to the forefront again.
IoT data is a new frontier, a potentially larger source of time-series data given it ubiquitous nature,
with data that exhibits its own unique set of characteristics. Hence, it follows that by investigating
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the characteristics of IoT time-series data and the compression techniques, data structures and
indexing used in state-of-the-art time-series database design, we can design solutions for IoT
time-series data optimised for performance on both ings and the cloud.
Data integration is another challenge in the IoT due to fragmentation across platforms, “a
bewildering variety of standards” [59], and multiple independent vendors producing ings which
act as data silos that store personal data in the vendor’s proprietary, cloud-based databases. ere
is a strong case for a common data model and there are proposals to use YANG [49], JSON Schema
[20], CBOR/CDDL [8] and JSON Content Rules [15] amongst others. However, the Resource
Description Framework (RDF) data model, the foundation of publishing, integrating and sharing
data across dierent applications and organisations on the Semantic Web [7] has demonstrated its
feasibility as a means of connecting and integrating rich and heterogeneous web data using current
infrastructure [23]. Barnaghi et al. [4] support the view that this can translate to interoperability
for cyber-physical IoT systems with ontologies for describing sensors and observations from the
W3C [14] already present.
RDF is formed from statements consisting triples with a subject, predicate and object. For
example, in the statement: ‘sensor1 has windSpeedObservation1’, the subject is ‘sensor1’,
the predicate is ‘has’ and the object is ‘weatherObservation1’. e union of the four triples in
Listing 1 with our original triple forms an RDF graph telling us of a weather observation at 3pm on
the 1st of June 2017 from a wind sensor that measures wind speed with a value of 30 knots.
Listing 1. Four RDF triple statements describing a wind speed observation
weatherObservation1 hasValue "30.0 knots"
weatherObservation1 hasTime "2017 -06 -01 15:46:08"
sensor1 isA windSensor
windSensor measures windSpeed
is data representation, though exible (almost any type of data can be expressed in this format),
has the potential for serious performance issues with almost any interesting query requiring several
self-joins on the underlying triples when the triples are stored as a table. State-of-the-art RDF stores
get around this by extensive indexing [33] [6] and partitioning the triples for query performance
[1]. However, Buil-Aranda et al. [9] have examined traditional RDF store endpoints on the web and
shown that performance for generic queries can vary by up to 3-4 orders of magnitude and stores
generally limit or have worsened reliability when issued with a series of non-trivial queries.
By investigating the characteristics of IoT time-series data, how it is can be more optimally
stored, indexed and retrieved, how it is modelled in RDF and the structure of analytical queries, we
design an IoT-specic solution, TritanDB, that provides both performance improvements in terms
of writes, reads and storage space over other state-of-the-art time-series, NoSQL and relational
databases and supports rich data models like RDF that encourage semantic interoperability.
Specically, the main contributions of this paper are that:
(1) We identify the unique structure and characteristics of both public IoT data and RDF sensor
data modelled according to existing ontologies from a database optimisation perspective.
(2) We also investigate, with microbenchmarks on real-world IoT data, how to exploit the
characteristics of IoT data and advances in time-series compression, data structures and
indexing to optimally store and retrieve IoT data, this leads to a novel design for an IoT
time-series database, using a re-ordering buer and an immutable, time-partitioned store.
(3) We also dene a specialised query translation method with low overhead, even on resource-
constrained ings, that allows us to utilise the Resource Description Framework (RDF)
as a data model for interoperability and integration. We compare the performance of our
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solution with other state-of-the-art databases within IoT scenarios on both ings and the
cloud, showing an order of magnitude improvement.
(4) Finally, we build support for various analyses of IoT time-series data like forecasting on
our TritanDB engine.
e structure of the rest of the paper is as follows, Section 2 details the related work, Section 3
covers our examination of the shape and characteristics of IoT data and rich, RDF-modelled IoT
data while Section 4 discusses appropriate microbenchmarks for the design of an IoT database
taking into account the characteristics of time-series IoT data. Section 5 introduces our query
translation method for minimising the overhead of rich data models like RDF, Section 6 presents our
design for a time-series database engine using the microbenchmark results and query translation
technique while Section 7 compares benchmark results against other time-series databases in
terms of ingestion, storage size and query performance. Finally, Section 8 describes analytics like
forecasting for time-series data built on our engine that supports resampling and moving average
conversion to evenly-spaced time-series and Section 9 concludes and discusses future work.
2 RELATEDWORK
On the one hand, the large volume of Internet of ings (IoT) data is formed from the observation
space of ings - sensors observe the environment and build context for connected applications.
Streams of sensor readings are recorded as time-series data.
On the other hand, large amounts of telemetry data, monitoring various metrics of operational
web systems, has provided a strong use case for recent research involving time-series databases.
Facebook calls this particular use case an Operational Data Store (ODS) and Gorilla [38] was
designed as fast, in-memory time-series database to this end. Gorilla introduces a time-series
compression method which we adopt and build upon in this paper, specically adapting it for
Internet of ings (IoT) data.
Spotify has Heroic [54] that builds a monitoring system on top of Cassandra [29] for time-series
storage and Elasticsearch [19] for meta data indexing. Hawkular [44] by RedHat, KairosDB [27] and
Blueood from Rackspace [43] are all built on top of Cassandra, while OpenTSDB [56] is similarly
built on top of a distributed store, HBase [60]. InuxDB [25] is a native time series database with a
rich data model allowing meta data for each event. It is utilises a Log-structured merge-tree [35],
Gorilla compression for time-series storage and has an SQL-like query language. In our experiments,
we compare our solution against these time-series databases: InuxDB and OpenTSDB while also
benchmarking against Cassandra and Elastic Search engines (which underly the other systems). We
not only evaluate their performance across IoT datasets but also on resource-constrained ings.
Anderson et al. introduce a time-partitioned, version-annotated, copy-on-write tree data structure
in BTrDb [2] to support high throughput time-series data from microsynchophasors deployed
within an electrical grid. Akumuli [30] is a similar time-series database built for high throughput
writes using a Numeric B+ tree (a log-structured, append-only B+ tree) as its storage data structure.
Timestamps within both databases use delta-of-delta compression similar to Gorilla’s compression
algorithm and Akumuli uses FPC [11] for values while BTrDb uses delta-of-delta compression on
the mantissa and exponent from each oating point number within the sequence. Both databases
also utilise the tree structures to store aggregate data to speed up specic aggregate queries. We
investigate each of their compression methods in detail and a tree data structure for our time-series
storage engine while also benchmarking against Akumuli in our experiments.
Other time-series databases include DalmatinerDB [41] and Riak-TS [5] which are built on top of
Riak, Vulcan from DigitalOcean which adds scalability to the Prometheus time-series database [42],
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Table 1. A Summary of Time-series Databases Storage Engines and erying Support
Database Storage Engine Read ery Supporta
Π σ ./ Γ
Heroic [54]
Cassandra [29]
HQL X X × X
KairosDB [27] JSON × t × X
Hawkular [44] REST × t × XBlueood [43] × t × ×
OpenTSDB [56] HBase [60] REST × X × X
Cube [55] MongoDB [3] REST × t × X
InuxDB [25]
Native
LSM-based InuxQL X X × X
Vulcan/Prometheus [42] Chunks-on-FS PromQL X X × X
Gorilla/Beringei [38] In-memory
REST
× t × ×
BTrDb [2] COW-tree × t × X
Akumuli [30] Numeric-B+-tree × t × X
DalmatinerDB [41] Riak DQL X X × XRiak-TS [5] SQL X X × X
Timescale [57] Postgres SQL X X X XTgres [58] X X X X
aΠ = Projection, σ = Selection, where t is selection by time only, ./ = Joins, Γ = Aggregation functions
Cube from Square [55] which uses MongoDB [3] and relational database solutions like Timescale
[57] and Tgres [58] which are built on PostgresSQL.
Table 1 summarises the storage engines, method of reading data from the discussed time-series
databases and query support for basic relational algebra with projections (Π), selections (σ ) and joins
(./) and also aggregate functions (Γ) essential for time-series data. InuxDB, DalmatinerDB and
Riak-TS implement SQL-like syntaxes while Timescale and Tgres have full SQL support. KairosDB
provides JSON-based querying while Prometheus and Heroic have functional querying languages
HQL and PromQL respectively. Gorilla, BTrDb, Akumuli, Hawkular, Blueood and OpenTSDB have
REST interfaces allowing query parameters. It can be seen that expressive SQL and SQL-like query
languages provide the most query support and in this work we seek to build on this expressiveness
with the rich data model of RDF and its associated query language, SPARQL [22].
Ecient SPARQL-to-SQL translation that improves performance and builds on previous literature
has been investigated by Rodriguez-Muro et al. [46], Priyatna et al. [40] and Siow et al. [53]. None
of the translation methods supports time-series databases at the time of writing though and we
build on previous work in ecient query translation to create a general abstraction for graph
models and query translation to work on time-series IoT databases.
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Fig. 1. Number of fields of varying types in a sample of over 11k IoT Schemata
3 EXAMINING THE CHARACTERISTICS OF IOT TIME-SERIES AND RDF FOR IOT
3.1 The shape of IoT data
To investigate the shape of data from IoT sensors, we collected the public schemata of 11,560 unique
IoT ings from data streams on Dweet.io1 for a month in 2016. ese were from a larger collected
set of 22,662 schemata of which 1,541 empty and 9,561 non-IoT schemata were ltered away. e
non-IoT schemata were largely from the use of Dweet.io for rooms in a relay chat stream.
Dweet.io is a cloud-based platform that supports the publishing of sensor data from any IoT
ings in JavaScript Object Notation (JSON). It was observed from the schemata that 11,468
(99.2%) were at, row-like with a single level of data, while only 92 (0.8%) were complex, tree-
like/hierarchical with multiple nested levels of data. Furthermore, we discovered that the IoT data
was mostly wide. A schema is considered wide if there are 2 or more elds beside the timestamp.
We found that 80.0% of the ings sampled had a schema that was wide while the majority (57.3%)
had 5 or more elds related to each timestamp. Only about 6% had more than 8 elds though, which
is considerably less than those in performance-monitoring telemetry use cases (MySQL by default
measures 350 metrics2). e most common set of elds was intertial sensor (tilt x, tilt y, tilt z) at
31.3% and metrics (memfree, avgr, cpu, hsdisabled, users, ploss, uptime) at 9.8%. 122 unique ing
schemata were environment sensors with (temperature, humidity) that occupied 1.1%.
Finally, we observed that the majority of elds (87.2%) beside the timestamp were numerical
as shown in Fig. 1. Numerical elds include integers, oating point numbers and time values.
Identiers (2.2%), categorical elds (3.1%) that take on only a limited number of possible values, e.g.
a country eld, and Boolean elds (2.5%) occupied a small percentage each. Some test data (0.3%)
like ‘hello world’ and ‘foo bar’ was also discovered and separated from String elds. String elds
occupied 4.7% with 738 unique keys of 2,541 keys in total, the most common being ‘name’ with
13.7%, ‘message’ with 8.1% and ‘raw’ with 3.2%.
We also obtained a smaller alternative sample of 614 unique ings (over the same period) from
Sparkfun3, that only supports at schemata, which conrmed that most IoT ings sampled have
wide (76.3%) schema and 93.5% of the elds were numerical while only 4.5% were string elds.
Hence, to summarise the observations of the sampled public schemata, the shape of IoT data is
largely at, wide and numerical in content. All schemata are available from a public repository 4.
1hp://dweet.io/see
2hps://dev.mysql.com/doc/refman/5.7/en/server-status-variables.html
3hps://data.sparkfun.com/streams
4hp://dx.doi.org/10.5258/SOTON/D0076
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Table 2. Summary of the Cross-IoT Study on Characteristics of IoT Data
Study Details Characteristics (%)
#a Flat Wide Num Periodic 0MADb
SparkFun 614 100.0 76.3 93.5 0.0 27.6
Array of ings 18 100.0 50.0 100.0 0.0 100.0
LSD Blizzard 4702 100.0 98.8 97.0 0.004 91.8
OpenEnergy Monitor 9033 100.0 52.5 100.0 - -
ingSpeak 9007 100.0 84.1 83.2 0.004 46.9
aNumber of unique schemata
bPercentage with Median Absolute Deviation (MAD) of zero (approximately evenly-spaced time-series)
ese characteristics were veried by a series of surveys of public IoT schemata from dierent
application domains and multiple independent sources as shown in Table 2. ese include 614
schemata from SparkFun 5 which records public streams from Arduino devices, 18 schemata from
the Array of ings (AoT) 6 which is a smart city deployment in Chicago, 4,702 weather station
schemata from across the United States in Linked Sensor Data [37], 9,033 schemata from OpenEnergy
Monitor’s 7 open-hardware meters measuring home energy consumption, 9,007 schemata from
ingSpeak 8 which is a cloud-based, MatLab-connected IoT analytics platform.
All the studies consisted of at schemata with a majority of numerical-typed data. e majority
of schemata were also wide accept for the AoT and OpenEnergy Monitor study where only about
half the schemata were. is was because in both cases, a mix of sensor modules were deployed
where some only measured a single quantity and resulted in narrow schemata. e schemata
analysed are available from a repository 9.
3.2 Evenly-spaced VS Unevenly-spaced IoT data
One of the dierences between the Internet of ings and traditional wireless sensor networks
is the advent of an increasing amount of event-triggered sensors within smart ings instead of
sensors that record measurements at regular time intervals. For example, a smart light bulb that
measures when a light is on can either send the signal only when the light changes state, i.e. is
switched on or o, or send its state regularly every second. e former type of event-triggered
sensor gives rise to an unevenly-spaced time series as shown in Fig. 2.
Event-triggered sensing has the advantages of 1) more ecient energy usage preserving the bat-
tery as long as events occur less oen than regular updates, 2) beer time resolution as timestamps
of precisely when the state changed are known without needing to implement buering logic on
the sensor itself between regular signals and 3) less redundancy in sensor data storage. However,
there is the potential disadvantage that missing a signal can cause large errors although this can be
addressed by an infrequent ‘heartbeat’ signal to avoid large measurement errors.
We retrieved the timestamps of the last 5 ‘dweets’ from the sample of IoT ings in Section
3.1 over a 24 hour period and observed that, of those available, 62.1% are unevenly-spaced while
5hps://data.sparkfun.com/streams
6hps://arrayohings.github.io/
7hps://emoncms.org/
8hps://thingspeak.com/channels/public
9hp://dx.doi.org/10.5258/SOTON/D0202
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Fig. 2. Unevenly-spaced event-triggered VS evenly-spaced smart light bulb time-series
Table 3. Sample of RDF Triples according to IoT Data Categories from rainfall observations in LSD
IoT Data Category Sample RDF Triples
Device metadata sensor1 ssw:processLocation point1
point1 wgs:lat "40.82944"
Observation metadata
obs1 a weather:RainfallObservation
obs1 ssw:result data1
obs1 ssw:samplingTime time1
data1 ssw:uom weather:degree
Observation data data1 ssw:floatValue "0.1"
time1 time:inXSDDateTime "2017-06-01T15:46:08"
37.9% are evenly-spaced. is tells us that IoT databases should be able to support both evenly and
unevenly-spacing data. Hence, time-series databases that use xed-sized, xed-interval, circular
buers like the Round Robin Database Tool (RRDTool) [34] or the Whisper database which was
designed as a storage backend for the Graphite stack [51] are less suitable for handling the IoT’s
variable spacing time-series data. Both even and unevenly-spaced data were also present across
the studies shown in Table 2. To take into account slight uctuations in the period that could be a
result of transmission delays caused by the communication medium, processing delays or highly
precise timestamps, a statistical measure, the Median Absolute Deviation (MAD), the median of the
absolute deviations from the data’s median, was used to measure the spacing within time-series.
Given the set of dierences between subsequent timestamps, X , the equation 1 denes its MAD.
MAD = median(|X −median(X )|) (1)
A zero value of MAD reects an approximately evenly-spaced time-series. It was not possible to
determine the MAD of OpenEnergy Monitor streams as the format of data retrieved had to have a
xed, user-specied period as this was the main use case for energy monitoring dashboards.
3.3 The characteristics of RDF IoT data
We observe that RDF sensor data from IoT datasets can be divided into 3 categories 1) device
metadata like the location and specications of sensors, 2) observation metadata like the units of
measure and types of observation 3) observation data like timestamps and actual readings. Table 3
shows a sample of RDF triples divided into the 3 categories from weather observations of rainfall
in the Linked Sensor Data (LSD) [37] dataset.
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For the LSD Blizzard dataset with 108,830,518 triples and the LSD Hurricane Ike dataset with
534,469,024 triples, only 12.5% is observation data, 0.17% is device metadata, while 87.3% is observa-
tion metadata. In the Smart Home Analytics dataset [53] based on a dierent ontology, a similarly
large 81.7% of 11,157,281 triples are observation metadata.
Observation metadata which connects observations, time and measurement data together, con-
sists of identiers like obs1, data1 and time1, which might not be returned in queries. In practice,
the majority of time-series data, 97.8% of elds, does not contain identiers (Section 3.1). As such,
publishers of RDF observation metadata oen generate long 128-bit universally unique identiers
(UUIDs) to serve as observation, time and data identiers. In the 17 queries proposed for the
streaming RDF/SPARQL benchmark, SRBench [61], and the 4 queries in the Smart Home Analytics
Benchmark [53], none of the queries project any these identiers from observation metadata.
4 MICROBENCHMARKS
4.1 Internet of Things Datasets
To evaluate the performance of various algorithms and system designs with microbenchmarks, we
collated a set of publicly available Internet of ings datasets. e use of public, published data,
as opposed to proprietary data, enables reproducible evaluations and a base for new systems and
techniques to make fair comparisons.
Table 4 summarises the set of datasets collated, describing the precision of timestamps, Median
Absolute Deviation (MAD) of deltas, δMAD, Interquartile Range (IQR) of deltas, δIQR, and the types
of elds for each dataset.
4.1.1 SRBench. SRBench [61] is a benchmark based on the established Linked Sensor Data [37]
dataset that describes sensor data from weather stations across the United States with recorded
observations from periods of bad weather. In particular, we used the Nevada Blizzard period of data
from 1st to 6th April 2003 which included more than 647 thousand rows with over 4.3 million elds
of data from 4702 of the stations. Stations have timestamp precision in seconds with the median
δMAD and δIQR across stations both zero, showing regular, periodic intervals of measurement. e
main eld type was small oating point numbers mostly up to a decimal place in accuracy.
4.1.2 Shelburne. Shelburne is an agriculture dataset aggregating data from a network of wireless
sensors obtained from a vineyard planting site in Charloe, Vermont. Each reading includes a
timestamp and elds like solar radiation, soil moisture, leaf wetness, etc. e dataset is available on
SensorCloud 10 and is collected from April 2010 to July 2014 with 12.4 million rows and 74.7 million
elds. Timestamps are recorded up to nanosecond precision. e δMAD is zero as the aggregator
records at regular intervals (median of 10s), however, due to the high precision timestamps and
outliers, there is a δIQR of 293k (in microsecond range). All elds are oating point numbers recorded
with a high decimal count/accuracy.
4.1.3 GreenTaxi. is dataset includes trip records from green taxis in New York City from
January to December 2016. Data is provided by the Taxi and Limousine Commission 11 and consists
of 4.4 million rows with 88.9 million elds of data. Timestamp precision is in seconds and is
unevenly-spaced as expected from a series of taxi pick-up times within a big city with a δMAD of
1.48. However, as the time-series also has overlapping values and is very dense, the δMAD and δIQR
are all within 2 seconds. ere is a boolean eld type for the store and forward ag which indicates
whether the trip record was held in vehicle memory before sending to the vendor because the
10hps://sensorcloud.microstrain.com/SensorCloud/data/FFFF0015C9281040/
11hp://www.nyc.gov/html/tlc/html/about/trip record data.shtml
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Table 4. Public IoT Datasets used for Experiments
Dataset Metadata Timestamps Field Types
Rows Fields Precision δMAD δIQR Bool FP Int
SRBench Weather 647k 4.3m s 0a 0 0˜b 6˜ 0
Shelburne Agriculture 12.4m 74.7m ms/ns 0/0 0.29/293k 0 6 0
GreenTaxi Taxi 4.4m 88.9m s 1.48 2 1 12 7
aAs there were 4702 stations, a median of the MAD and IQR of all stations was taken, the means are 538 and 2232k
bA mean across the 4702 stations was taken for each eld type in SRBench
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Fig. 3. Visualising millisecond timestamp compression with varying delta-based methods
vehicle did not have a connection to the server. ere are 12 oating point eld types including
latitude and longitude values (high decimal count) and fares (low decimal count). ere are integer
eld types including vendor id, rate code id and drop o timestamps.
4.2 Compressing Timestamps and Values
In Section 3.2, we saw that there was a mix of unevenly-spaced and evenly-spaced time-series in
the IoT. We also saw in Section 3.1 that the majority of IoT data is numerical. ese characteristics
oer the opportunity to study specialised compression algorithms for timestamps and values of
time-series data individually.
4.2.1 Timestamp compression. Timestamps in a series can be compressed to great eect based
on the knowledge that in practice, the delta of a timestamp, the dierence between this timestamp
and the previous, is a fraction of the length of the timestamp itself and can be combined with
variable length encoding to reduce storage size. If the series is somewhat evenly-spaced, run length
encoding can be applied to further compress the timestamp deltas. For high precision timestamps
(e.g. in nanoseconds), where deltas themselves are large however, delta-of-delta compression that
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stores the dierence between deltas can oen be more eective. Fig. 3 depicts various methods of
compressing a series of four timestamps with millisecond precision.
Delta-of-delta compression builds on the technique for compressing timestamps introduced by
Pelkonen et al. [38] to support eective compression on varying timestamp precision. e header
stores a full starting timestamp for the block in 64 bits and the next variable length of bits depends
on the timespan of a block and the precision of the timestamps. In this example in Fig. 3, a 24 bit
delta of the value 3602 is stored (for a 4 hour block at millisecond precision with delta assumed to
be postive). With knowledge of the timestamp precision during ingestion and a pre-dened block
size, a suitable variable length can be determined on the y (e.g. for a 4 hour block, 14 bits for
seconds, 24 bits for milliseconds and 44 bits for nanoseconds precision). ϵ is a 1 to 4 bit value to
indicate the next number of bits to read. ‘0’ means the delta-of-delta (∆∆) is 0, while ‘10’ means
read the next 7 bits as the value is between -63 and 64 (range of 27), ‘110’ the next 24 bits, ‘1110’
the next 32 bits. Finally, an ϵ of ‘1111’ means reading 64 bits ∆∆. e example follows with ∆∆s of
-2 and 0 stored in just 10 bits which reect deltas of 3600 for the next 2 timestamps.
Delta-RLE-LEB128 e LEB128 encoding format is a variable-length encoding recommended in
the DWARF debugging format specication [18] and used in Android’s Dalvik Executable format.
Numerical values like timestamps can be compressed eciently along byte boundaries (minimum
of 1 byte). In the example in Fig. 3, the header stores a full starting timestamp for the block in 64
bits followed by a run-length value, ρ, of 1 and the actual delta, ∆, of 3602, both compressed with
LEB128 to 8 and 16 bits respectively. e rst bit in each 8 bits is a control bit that signies to read
another byte for the sequence if ‘1’ or the last byte in the sequence if ‘0’. e remaining 7 bits are
appended with any others in the sequence to form the numerical value. Binary ‘00001110 00010010’
is formed from appending the last 7 bits from each byte of ∆ which translates to the value of 3602
in base 10. is is followed by a run-length, ρ, of 2 ∆s of 3600 each in the example.
Delta-RLE-Rice We utilise the Rice coding format [45] to build a backward adaptation strategy
inspired by Malvar’s Run-Length/Golomb-Rice encoding [31] for tuning a k parameter which
allows us to adapt to timestamps and run-lengths of varying precision and periodicity respectively.
Rice coding divides a value, u, into two parts based on k , giving a quotient q =
⌊
u/2k ⌋ and the
remainder, r = u%2k . e quotient, q is stored in unary coding, for example, the ∆ value 3602 with
a k of 10 has a quotient of 3 and is stored as ‘1110’. e remainder, r , is binary coded in k bits. Initial
k values of 2 and 10 are used in this example and are adaptively tuned based on the previous value
in the sequence so this can be reproduced during decoding. 3 rules govern the tuning based on q.
if q =

0, k → k − 1
1, no change in k
>1, k → k + q
is adaptive coding adjusts k based on the actual data to be encoded so no other information
needs to be retrieved on the side for decoding, has a fast learning rate that chooses good, though
not necessarily optimal, k values and does not have the delay of forward adaptation methods. k is
adapted from 2 and 10 to 1 and 13 respectively in Fig. 3.
Table 5 shows the results of running each of the timestamp compression methods against each
dataset. We observe that Delta-RLE-Rice, δrice, performs best for low precision timestamps (to the
second) while Delta-of-delta compression, δ∆, performs well on high precision, milli and nanosecond
timestamps. e adaptive δrice performed exceptionally well on the GreenTaxi timestamps which
were very small due to precision to seconds and small deltas. δ∆ performed well on Shelburne due
to the somewhat evenly-spaced but large deltas (due to high precision).
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Table 5. Compressed size of timestamps and values in datasets with varying methods
Dataset Timestamps (MB)a Values (MB)b
δ∆ δleb δrice δ Cgor Cfpc C∆ C
SRBench 0.6 0.5 0.4 5.2 8.2 23.8 21.9 33.9
Shelburne (ms) 8.0 18.3 13.6 99.5 440.8 419.3 426.6 597.4Shelburne (ns) 35.9 56.2 44.1 99.5
GreenTaxi 4.0 6.9 1.5 35.5 342.1 317.1 318.8 710.9
aδ∆ = Delta-of-delta, δleb = Delta-RLE-LEB128, δrice = Delta-RLE-Rice, δ = Delta-Uncompressed
bCgor = Gorilla, Cfpc = FPC, C∆ = Delta-of-delta , C = Uncompressed
4.2.2 Value compression. As can be observed from Table 5, even the worse compression method
for timestamps occupies but a fraction of the total space using the best value compression method,
δmax ÷ (δmax + Cmin) × 100%, which results in percentages of 6.8%, 11.8% and 2.1% for SRBench,
Shelburne and Green Taxi respectively. Hence, an eective compression method supporting hard-
to-compress numerical values (both oating point numbers and long integers) can greatly improve
compression ratios. We look at FPC, the fast oating point compression algorithm by Burtscher
et al. [11], the simplied method used in Facebook’s Gorilla [38] and Delta-of-delta in BTrDb [2].
During compression, the FPC algorithm uses the more accurate of an fcm [48] or a dfcm [21]
value predictor to predict the next value in a double-precision numerical sequence. Accuracy is
determined by the number of signicant bits shared by the two values. Aer an XOR operation
between the predicted and actual values, the leading zeroes are collapsed into a 3-bit value and
appended with a single bit indicating which predictor was used and the remaining non-zero bytes.
As XOR is reversible and the predictors are eectively hash tables, lossless decompression can be
performed. Gorilla does away with predictors and instead merely compares the current value to
the previous value. Aer an XOR operation between the values, the result, r , is stored according to
the output from a function gor() described below, where . is an operator that appends bits together,
p is the previous XOR value, lead() and trail() return the number of leading and trailing zeroes
respectively, len() returns the length in bits and n are remaining meaningful bits within the value.
gor(r ) =

′0′, if r = 0
′10′.n, if lead(r ) >= lead(p) and trail(r ) = trail(p)
′11′.l .m.n, else, where l = lead(r ) andm = len(n)
Anderson et al. [2] suggest the use of a delta-of-delta method for compressing the mantissa
and exponent components of oating point numbers within a series separately. e method is not
described in the paper but we interpret it as such: a IEEE-754 double precision oating point number
[24] can be split into sign, exponent and mantissa components. e 1 bit sign is wrien, followed
by at most 11 bits delta-of-delta of the exponent, δexp, encoded by a function Eexp(), described as
follows, and at most 53 bits delta-of-delta of the mantissa, δmantissa, encoded by Emantissa().
Eexp(δexp) =
{
′0′, if δexp = 0
′1′.e, else, where e = δexp + (211 − 1)
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Table 6. Average (over 100 aempts) compression/decompression time of datasets
Dataset Compression (s)a Decompression (s)
Cgor Cfpc C∆ Top Cgor Cfpc C∆ Top
SRBench 2.10 3.25 3.10 Cgor 0.97 1.61 1.36 Cдor
Shelburne 30.68 42.02 40.91 Cgor 3.80 4.57 5.42 Cдor
GreenTaxi 28.85 32.11 32.94 Cgor 2.94 4.32 5.77 Cдor
aCgor = Gorilla, Cfpc = FPC, C∆ = Delta-of-delta
Emantissa(δmantissa) =

′0′, if δmantissa = 0
′10′.m, if − 26 + 1 <= δmantissa <= 26,m = δmantissa + (26 − 1)
′110′.m, if − 231 + 1 <= δmantissa <= 231,m = δmantissa + (231 − 1)
′1110′.m, if − 247 + 1 <= δmantissa <= 247,m = δmantissa + (247 − 1)
′1111′.m, else, wherem = δmantissa + (253 − 1)
e operator . appends binary coded values in the above functions. e andm are expressed in binary
coding (of base 2). A maximum of 12 and 53 bits are needed for the exponent and mantissa deltas
respectively as they could be negative.
Table 5 shows the results comparing Gorilla, FPC and delta-of-delta value compression against
each of the datasets. Each compression method has advantages, however, in terms of compression
and decompression times, Gorilla compression consistently performs best as shown in Table 6
where each dataset is compressed to a le 100 times and the time taken is averaged. Each dataset is
then decompressed from the les and time taken is averaged over a 100 tries. A read and write
buer of 212 bytes was used. FPC has the best compression ratio on values with high decimal
count in Shelburne and is slightly beer on a range of eld types in GreenTaxi than Delta-of-delta
compression, however, even though the hash table prediction has similar speed to the Delta-of-delta
technique, it is still up to 25% slower on encoding than Gorilla. Gorilla though, expectedly trails
FPC and delta-of-delta in terms of size for Shelburne and the Taxi datasets with more rows, as this
is characteristic of the Gorilla algorithm being optimised for smaller partitioned blocks of data (this
is explained in more detail in Section 4.3.5 on Space Amplication).
4.3 Storage Engine Data Structures and Indexing
In time-series databases, as we saw in the previous section, Section 4.2, data can be eectively
compressed in time order. A common way of persisting this to disk is to partition each time-series
by time to form time-partitioned blocks that can be aligned on page-sized boundaries or within
memory-mapped les. In this section, we experiment with generalised implementations of data
structures used in state-of-the-art time-series databases to store and retrieve time-partitioned
blocks: concurrent B+ trees, Log-structured Merge (LSM) Trees and segmented Hash trees and
each is explained in Sections 4.3.1 to 4.3.3. We also propose a Sorted String Table (SSTable) inspired,
Tritan Table (TrTable) data structure for block storage in Section 4.3.4.
Microbenchmarks aim to measure 3 metrics that characterise the performance of each data
structure, write performance, read amplication and space amplication. Write performance is
measured by the average time taken to ingest each of the datasets over a 100 tries. Borrowing from
Kuszmaul’s denitions [28], read amplication is ‘the number of input-output operations required
to satisfy a particular query’ and we measure this by taking the average of a 100 tries of scanning
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Fig. 4. A BLink tree with timestamps as keys and time-partitioned (TP) blocks stored outside nodes
the whole database and the execution time of range queries over a 100 pairs of deterministic pseudo-
random values with a xed seed from the entire time range of each dataset. Space amplication is
the ‘space required by a data structure that can be inated by fragmentation or temporary copies
of the data’ and we measure this by the resulting size of the database aer compaction operations.
Each time-partitioned block is compressed using δ∆ and Cgor compression. Results for each of the
metrics follow in Sections 4.3.5 to 4.3.7.
4.3.1 B+ Tree-based. A concurrent B+ Tree can be used to store time-partitioned blocks with
the keys being block timestamps and the values being the compressed binary blocks. Time-series
databases like Akumuli [30] (LSM with B+ Trees instead of SSTables) and BTrDb [2] (append-
only/copy-on-write) use variations of this data structure. We use an implementation of Sagiv’s [47]
BLink balanced search tree utilising the algorithm veried in the work by Pinto et al. [17] in our
experiments. e leaves of the tree are nodes that contain a xed size list of key and value-pointer
pairs stored in order. e value-pointer points to the actual block location so as to minimise the
size of nodes that have to be read during traversal. e nal pointer in each node’s list, called a
link pointer, points to the next node at that level which allows for fast sequential traversal between
nodes. A prime block includes pointers to the rst node in each level. Fig. 4 shows a BLink tree with
timestamps as keys and time-partitioned (TP) blocks stored o node.
4.3.2 Hash Tree-based. Given that hashing is commonly used in building distributed storage
systems and various time-series databases like Riak-TS (hash ring) [5] and OpenTSDB on HBase
(hash table) [56] utilise hash-based structures internally, we investigate the generalised concurrent
hash map data structure. A central diculty of hash table implementations is dening an initial
size of the root table especially for streaming time-series’ of indenite sizes. Instead of using a
xed sized hash table that suers from fragmentation and requires rehashing data when it grows,
an auto-expanding hash tree of hash indexes is used instead. Leaves of the tree contain expanding
nodes with keys and value pointers. Concurrency is supported by implementing a variable (the
concurrency factor) segmented Read-Write-Lock approach similar to that implemented in JDK7’s
ConcurrentHashMap data structure [10] and 32 bit hashes for block timestamp keys are used.
4.3.3 LSM Tree-based. e Log-Structured Merge Tree [35] is a write optimised data structure
used in time-series databases like InuxDb [25] (a variation called time-structured merge tree
is used) and Cassandra-based [29] databases. High write throughput is achieved by performing
sequential writes instead of dispersed, update-in-place operations that some tree based structures
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require. is particular implementation of the LSM tree is based on the bLSM design by Sears
et al. [50] and has an in-memory buer, a memtable, that holds block timestamp keys and time-
partitioned blocks as values within a red-black tree (to preserve key ordering). When the memtable
is full, the sorted data is ushed to a new le on disk requiring only a sequential write. Any new
blocks or edits simply create successive les which are traversed in order during reads. e system
periodically performs a compaction to merge les together, removing duplicates.
4.3.4 TrTables. Tritan Tables (TrTables) are our novel IoT time-series optimised storage data
structure inspired by Sorted String Tables (SSTables) which consist a persistent, ordered, immutable
map from keys to values used in many big data systems like BigTable [12]. TrTables include
support for out-of-order timestamps within a time window with a quantum re-ordering buer,
ecient sequential reads and writes due to maintaining a sorted order in-memory with a memtable
and on disk with a TrTable. Furthermore, a block index table also boosts range and aggregation
queries. Keys in TrTables are block timestamps while values are compressed, time-partitioned
blocks. TrTables also inherit other benecial characteristics from SSTables, which are ing for
storing time-series IoT data, like simple locking semantics for only the memtable with no contention
on immutable TrTables. Furthermore, there is no need for a background compaction process like in
LSM-tree based storage engines using SSTables as the memtable for a time-series is always ushed
to a single TrTable le. However, TrTables do not support expensive updates and deletions as we
argue that there is no established use case for individual points within an IoT time-series in the
past to be modied.
Denition 4.1 (antum Re-ordering Buer, Q , and antum, q). A quantum re-ordering buer,
Q , is a list-like window that contains a number of timestamp-row pairs as elements. A quantum,
q, is the amount of elements within Q to cause an expiration operation where an insertion sort is
performed on the timestamps of q elements and the rst a ×q elements are ushed to the memtable,
where 1 < a < 0. e remaining (1 − a) × q elements now form the start of the window.
e insertion sort is ecient as the window is already substantially sorted, so the complexity
is O(nk) where k , the furthest distance of an element from its nal sorted position, is small. Any
timestamp now entering the re-ordering buer less than the minimum allowed timestamp, tminA
(the rst timestamp in the buer) is rejected, marked as ‘late’ and returned with a warning. Fig.
5 shows the operation of Q over time (along the y-axis). When Q has 6 elements and q = 6, an
expiration operation occurs where an insertion sort is performed and the rst 4 sorted elements
are ushed to the memtable. A new element that enters has timestamp, t = 1496337890, which is
greater than tminA = 1496335840 and hence is appended at the end of Q .
e memtable, also shown in Fig. 5, consists of an index entry, i , that stores values of the block
timestamp, current TrTable oset and average, maximum, minimum and counts of the row data
which are updated when elements fromQ are inserted. It also stores a block entry, b, which contains
the current compressed time-partitioned block data. e memtable gets ushed to a TrTable on
disk once it reaches the time-partitioned block size, bsize. Each time-series has a memtable and
corresponding TrTable le on disk.
4.3.5 Space Amplification and the eect of block size, bsize. e block size, bsize, refers to the
maximum size that each time-partitioned block occupies within a data structure. Base 2 multiples
of 212, the typical block size on le systems, are used such that bsize = 212 × 2x and in these
experiments we use x = {2..8}. Fig. 6 shows the database size in bytes, which suggests the space
amplication, for the Shelburne and Taxi datasets of each data structure at varying bsize. Both
TrTables-LSM-tree and B+-tree-Hash-tree pairs have database sizes that are almost identical with
the maximum dierence only about 0.2%, hence, they are grouped together in the gure.
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Datasets: Shelburne = S , Taxi = T , Data Structures: TrTables = Tr, LSM-Tree = lsm, B+ Tree = B+, Hash Tree = H
We notice a trend, the database size decreases as bsize decreases. is is a characteristic of theCgor
algorithm used for value compression described in Section 4.2.2 as more ‘localised’ compression
occurs. Each new time-partitioned block will trigger the else clause in the дor (r ) function to encode
the longer ‘11′.l .m.n, however, the subsequent lead(p) and trail(p) are likely to be smaller and
more ‘localised’ and fewer signicant bits will need to be used for values in these datasets.
TrTables and LSM-trees have smaller database sizes than the B+-tree and Hash-tree data structures
for both datasets. As sorted keys and time-partitioned blocks in append-only, immutable structures
like TrTables and the LSM-trees aer compaction are stored in contiguous blocks on disk, they are
expectedly more eciently stored (size-wise). Results from SRBench are omied as the largest
time-partitioned block across all the stations is smaller than the smallest bsize where x = 2, hence,
there is no variation across dierent x values and bsize.
We also avoid key clashing in tree-based stores for the Taxi dataset, where multiple trip records
have the same starting timestamp, by using time-partitioned blocks where bsize > ssize, the longest
compressed sequence with the same timestamp.
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4.3.6 Write Performance. Fig. 7 shows the ingestion time in milliseconds for the Shelburne
and Taxi datasets of each data structure while varying bsize. Both TrTables and LSM-tree perform
consistently across bsize due to append-only sequential writes which corresponds to their log-
structured nature. TrTables are about 8 and 16 seconds faster on average than LSM-tree for the
Taxi and Shelburne datasets respectively due to no overhead of a compaction process. Both the
Hash-Tree and B+-Tree perform much slower (up to 10 times slower on Taxi between the B+ tree
and TrTables when x = 2) on smaller bsize as each of these data structures are comparatively not
write-optimised and the trees become expensive to maintain as the amount of keys grow. When
x = 8, the ingestion time for LSM-tree and Hash-trees converge, B+-trees are still slower while
TrTables are still about 10s faster for both datasets. At this point, the boleneck is no longer due to
write amplication but rather subject to disk input-output.
For the concurrent B+-tree and and Hash-tree, both parallel and sequential writers were tested
and the faster parallel times were used. In the parallel implementation, the write and commit
operation for each time-partitioned block (a key-value pair) is handed to worker threads from a
common pool using Kotlin’s asynchronous coroutines 12.
4.3.7 Read Amplification. Fig. 8 shows the execution time for a full scan on each data structure
while varying bsize and Fig. 9 show the execution time for range queries. All scans and queries
were averaged across a 100 tries and for the range queries, the same pseudo-random ranges with a
xed seed were used. e write-optimised LSM-tree performed the worst for full scans and while
B+-trees and Hash-trees performed quite similarly, TrTables recorded the fastest execution times
as a full scan on a TrTable le is ecient with almost no read amplication (a straightforward
sequential read of the le with no intermediate seeks necessary).
From the results of the range queries in Fig. 9, we see that LSM-tree has highest read amplication
trying to access a sub-range of keys as a scan of keys across levels has to be performed, for both
datasets, while the Hash-tree has the second highest read amplication, which is expected as
it has to perform random input-output operations to retrieve time-partitioned blocks based on
the distribution by the hash function. It is possible to use an order-preserving minimal perfect
hashing function [16] at the expense of hashing performance and space, however, this is out of the
scope of our microbenchmarks. TrTables still has beer performance on both datasets than the
read-optimised B+-tree due to its index that guarantees a maximum of just one seek operation.
From these experiments and these datasets, 212 × 24 bytes is the most suitable bsize for reads and
TrTables has the best performance for both full scans and range queries at this bsize.
4.3.8 Rounding up performance: TrTables and 64KB. TrTables has the best write performance
and storage size due to its simple, immutable, compressed, write-optimised structure that benets
from fast, batched sequential writes. e in-memory quantum re-ordering buer and memtable
support ingestion of out-of-order, unevenly-spaced data within a window, which is a requirement
for IoT time-series data from wireless sensors. Furthermore, the memtable allows batched writes
and amortises the compression time. A bsize of 64KB when x = 4 with TrTables also provides the
best read performance across full scans and range queries of the various datasets.
B+-trees and Hash-trees have higher write amplication, especially for smallerbsize and LSM-trees
have higher read amplication.
e specications of the experimental setup for microbenchmarks had a 4 × 3.2GHz CPU, 8 GB
memory and average disk data rate of 146.2 MB/s.
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5 QUERY TRANSLATION
Consider the observation ‘WeatherObs1’ recorded by ‘Sensor1’ in Fig. 10 and the data model
in which it is represented. Such a rich data model has advantages for IoT data integration in that
metadata useful for queries, applications and other ing’s to understand context can be aached
to observation data (e.g. the location and type of sensor or the unit of measurement). Having a
common ‘WindSensor’ sensor class on top of a common data model for example, also helps ings
to interoperate and understand the context of each others observations.
12hps://github.com/Kotlin/kotlinx.coroutines
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Fig. 10. A data model of a sensor and observation measuring the wind speed
We can represent the above rich data model as a tree, a restricted, hierarchical form of directed
graph without cycles and where a child node can have only one parent. JSON and the eXtensible
Markup Language (XML) are popular implementations of a tree-based data model. However,
if ‘Sensor1’ is the root, the tree model cannot represent the many-to-one multiplicity of the
relationship between the class of ‘Sensor1’ and ‘WindSensor’. Hence, the query to nd the
wind speed observations across all sensors would require a full scan of all ‘Sensor’ nodes in
database terms. Furthermore, if we receive a stream of weather observations, we might like to
model ‘WeatherObs1’ as the root of each data point in the stream, an example of which is modelled
using JSON Schema in Listing 4 with the actual data in a JSON document in Listing 5. Listing 2 and
3 show the corresponding ‘Sensor1’ and ‘WindSensor’ schema models. Hence, each observation
produces a signicant amount of repetitive metadata derived from the sensor and sensor type
schemata.
Listing 2. sensor.json
{" $schema ":".../ draft -04/ schema#",
"description ": ..., "type": "object",
"properties ": {
"name": { "type": "string" },
"isA": {"$ref ":" sensortype.json"},
"locatedAt ": {
"$ref ":" http ://json -schema.org/geo" }}}
Listing 3. sensortype.json
{" $schema ": ..., "description ": ...,
"type": "object",
"properties ": {
"name": { "type": "string" },
"measures ": { "type": "string" },
}
}
Listing 4. JSON Schema of an observation, observation.json
{" $schema ": "http ://json -schema.org/draft -04/ schema#",
"title ": "observation", "description ": "A weather observation document", "type": "object",
"properties ": {
"name": { "type": "string" }, "hasValue ": { "type": "number" },
"hasTime ": { "type": "string", "format ": "date -time" },
"units ": { "type": "string" }, "has": {"$ref ":" sensor.json"} }}
Listing 5. JSON document of a single weather observation, weatherObs1.json
{"name": "WeatherObs1", "hasValue ": 30.0, "units ": "knots", "hasTime ": "2017 -06 -01 15:46:08" ,
"has" : { "name": "Sensor1",
"locatedAt" : {" latitude ": 1.290270 , "longitude ":103.851959 } ,
"isA": { "name": "WindSensor", "measures ": "wind speed" }}}
e graph model, is less restrictive and relations can be used to reduce the repetition by referenc-
ing sensors and sensor types. e graph can be realised either as a property graph as per Fig. 10,
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where nodes can also store properties (key-value pairs), or as a general graph like an RDF graph
where all properties are rst class nodes as well. is means that we have more exibility to model
the multiplicities in the relationship between ‘WeatherObs1’ and ‘Sensor1’ with the former as
parent and the similar many-to-one relationship between ‘Sensor1’ and ‘WindSensor’. However,
as studied in Section 3.3, the characteristics of RDF IoT data show that there is a expansion of
metadata in modelling observation metadata.
Hence, although both models are rich and promote interoperability, they also repetitively encode
sensor and observation metadata which deviates from the ecient time-series storage structures
we benchmarked in Section 4. erefore, we present a novel abstraction of a query translation
algorithm titled map-match-operate that allows us to query rich data models while preserving
the ecient underlying time-series storage that exploits the characteristics of IoT data. We use
examples of RDF graphs (as a rich data model) and corresponding SPARQL [22] queries building on
previous SPARQL-to-SQL work [53]. e abstraction can also be applied on other graph models or
tree-based models like JSON documents with JSON Schema, which are restricted forms of a graph,
but is not the focus of the paper.
5.1 Map-Match-Operate: An Formal Abstraction for Time-Seriesery Translation
We dene map-match-operate formally in Denition 5.1 and dene each step, map, match and
operate in the following Sections 5.1.1 to 5.1.3. is process is meant to act on a rich graph data
model abstracting time-series data, so as to translate a graph query to a set of operators that are
executed on the underlying time-series database.
Denition 5.1 (Map-Match-Operate, µ). Given a time-series database,T , which stores a set of time-
series, t ∈ T , a graph data model for each time-series,m ∈ M where M is the union of data models
and a query, q, whose intention is to extract data from the T through M , the Map-Match-Operate
function, µ(q,M,T ), returns an appropriate result set, r , of the query from set M ×T .
5.1.1 Map: BindingM to T . A rich graph data model,m = (V ,E), consists of a set of vertices, V,
and edges, E. A time-series t , consists of a set of timestamps, τ and a set of all columns C where
each individual column c ∈ C . Denition 5.2 describes the map step onm and t , which are elements
of M and T respectively.
Denition 5.2 (Map, µmap). e map function, µmap(m, t) → B, produces a binary relation, B,
between the set of vertices, V , and the set (τ ×C). Each element, b ∈ B, is called a binding and
b = (x ,y), where x ∈ V and y ∈ (τ × C). A data model mapping, mmap, where mmap = m⋃B,
integrates the binary relation consisting of bindings, B, within a data modelm.
An RDF graph, mRDF is a type of graph data model that consists of a set of triple paerns,
tp = (s,p,o), whereby each triple paern has a subject, s , predicate, p, and an object, o. A triple
paern describes a relationship where a vertex, s , is connected to a vertex, o, via an edge, p. Each
s = {I ,B} and each o = {I ,B,L}, where I is a set of Internationalised Resource Identiers (IRI), B is
a set of blank nodes and L is a set of literal values. A binding bRDF = (xRDF,y), where xRDF = (I × L),
is an element of BRDF. e detailed formalisation of a data model mapping,mRDFmap =mRDF
⋃
BRDF,
that extends the RDF graph can be found in work on S2SML [52].
5.1.2 Match: RetrievingBmatch by matchingqgraph toMmap. e union of all data model mappings,
Mmap =
⋃
mmap, where eachmmap relates to a subset of time-series in T is used by the match step
expressed in Denition 5.3. qgraph is a subset of query, q, which describes variable vertices Vvar and
edges Evar within a graph model, intended to be retrieved from M and subjected to other operators
in q.
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Denition 5.3 (Match, µmatch). e match function, µmatch(qgraph,Mmap) → Bmatch, produces a
binary relation, Bmatch, between the set of variables from qgraph, υ, and the set (τ ×C ×V ) from T
and Mmap respectively. is is done by graph matching qgraph and the relevantmmap within Mmap.
Each element, bmatch ∈ Bmatch, is a binding match where bmatch = (a,b), a ∈ υ and b ∈ (τ ×C ×V ).
A graph query on an RDF graph can be expressed in the SPARQL ery Language for RDF [22].
A SPARQL query can express multiple Basic Graph Paerns (BGPs), each consisting of a set of
Triple Paerns, tp and relating to a specicmRDFmap. Any of the s , p or o in tp can be a query variable
from the set υRDF within a BGP. Hence, µmatch for RDF, is the matching of BGPs to the relevant
mRDFmap and retrieving a result set, BRDFmatch.
Project, Πstation
Union, ∪
Filter, σ time,snow
Q snowgraph
Union, ∪
Filter, σ>30, time
Q raingraph
Filter, σ>100, time
Q
windSpeed
graph
Fig. 11. ery Tree of Operators, checking stations where weather conditions are poor
5.1.3 Operate: Executing q’s Operators on T andM using the results of Bmatch. A graph query, q,
can be parsed to form a tree of operators (utilising well-known relational algebra vocabulary [36])
like the one shown in Fig. 11. e leaf nodes of the tree are made up of specic Qgraph operators,
which when executed, retrieve a set of values from M × T according to the specic Bmatch. For
example,QwindSpeedgraph retrieves fromB
windSpeed
match with a binding match b
windSpeed
match , the values from column
c = windSpeedCol, from t = weatherTs, based on a m like in Fig. 10. By traversing the tree from
leaves to root, a sequence of operations, a high-level query execution plan, sq , can be obtained
and by executing each operation in sq , a nal result set, R, can be obtained. Such a sequence of
operations to produce R for Fig. 11 can be seen in equations 2 and 3.
∪1 = ∪(σwindSpeed>100∧x<time<y (QwindSpeedgraph ),σrain>100∧x<time<y (Q raingraph)) (2)
R = Πstation(∪(∪1,σsnow=true∧x<time<y (Q snowgraph))) (3)
A SPARQL query on an RDF graph model produces a tree of operators like in Fig. 11 and the
sequence represented in equations 2 and 3 with each Qgraph operation working on the relevant
BRDFmatch relation of a BGP match. ery 6 in SRBench [61] that returns the stations that have
observed extremely low visibility in the last hour has a query tree such as the example. Appendix
B describes TritanDB operators and their conversion from SPARQL algebra operators.
5.2 Practical Considerations for IoT data
In previous work on SPARQL-to-SQL translation by Siow et al. [53] for time-series IoT data
that is at and wide, storing row data in relational databases with query translation resulted in
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performance improvements on ings from 2 times to 3 orders of magnitude as compared to RDF
stores. Conceptually, relational databases consists of two-dimensional table structures that can
compactly store rows of wide observations. Physically, the interface to storage hardware is a
one-dimensional one represented by a seek and retrieval, which native time-series databases seek
to optimise. By generalising the solution with the formal map-match-operate model, we look also
to exploit the fact that there is a high proportion of numeric observation data and that it can be
compressed eciently, that point data in time-series is largely immutable and that there is the
possibility of the IoT community converging on any of the various rich graph or tree-based data
models for interoperability. As such, Section 6 and 7 seek to show the design and evaluation
of TritanDB that address concerns of 1) the overhead of query translation, 2) the performance
against other state-of-the-art stores for IoT data and queries including relational stores, 3) the
generalisability to rich data models and query languages other than RDF and SPARQL, 4) and
the ease of designing rich data models for the IoT with a reduced conguration philosophy and
templating.
6 DESIGNING A TIME-SERIES DATABASE FOR RICH IOT DATA MODELS
To handle the high volume of incoming IoT data for ingestion and querying while balancing this
with the Fog Computing use case in mind of deployments on both resource-constrained ings
and the Cloud, we design and implement a high performance input stack on top of our TrTables
storage engine in TritanDB.
6.1 The Input Stack: A Non-blocking Req-Rep Broker and the Disruptor Paern
e Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP) 13, MQTT 14 and HTTP are just some of many
protocols used to communicate between devices in the IoT. Instead of making choices between
these protocols, we design a non-blocking Request-Reply broker that works with ZeroMQ 15 sockets
and library instead, so any protocol can be implemented on top of it. e broker is divided into a
Router frontend component that clients bind to and send requests and a Dealer backend component
that binds to a worker to forward requests. Replies are sent through the dealer to the router and
then to clients. Fig. 12 shows the broker design. All messages are serialised as protocol buers,
which are a small, fast, and simple means of binary transport with minimal overhead for structured
data.
e worker that the dealer binds to is a high performance queue drawing inspiration from work
on the Disruptor paern 16 used in high frequency trading that reduces both cache misses at the
CPU-level and locks requiring kernel arbitration by utilising a single thread. Data is referenced, as
opposed to memory being copied, within a ring buer structure. Furthermore, multiple processes
can read data from the ring buer without overtaking the head, ensuring consistency in the queue.
Fig. 12 shows the ring buer with the producer, the dealer component of the broker, writing an
entry at slot 25, which it has claimed by reading from a write counter. Write contention is avoided as
data is owned by only one thread for write access. Once done, the producer updates a read counter
with slot 25, representing the cursor for the latest entry available to consumers. e pre-allocated
ring buer with pointers to objects has a high chance of being laid out contiguously in main
memory and thus supporting cache striding. Garbage collection is also avoided with pre-allocation.
Consumers wait on the memory barrier and check they never overtake the head with read counter.
13hp://coap.technology/
14hp://mq.org/
15hp://zeromq.org/
16hps://lmax-exchange.github.io/disruptor/
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Fig. 12. A Request-Reply broker for ingestion and querying utilising the Disruptor Paern
A journaler at slot 19 records data on the ring buer for crash recovery. If two journalers are
deployed, one could record even slots while the other odd slots for beer concurrent performance.
e antum Re-ordering Buer reads from slot 6 a row of time-series data to be ingested. Un-
fortunately, the memory needs to be copied and deserialised in this step. A ery Processor also
reads a query request of slot 5, processes it and a reply is sent through the router to the client that
contains the result of the query.
e disruptor paern describes an event-based asynchronous system. Hence, requests are
converted to events when the worker bound to a dealer places them on the ring buer. Replies
are independent of the requests although they do contain the address of the client to respond
to. erefore, in a HTTP implementation on top of the broker, replies are sent chunked via a
connection utilising either Comet style programming (long polling) or Websockets to clients.
6.2 The Storage Engine: TrTables andMmap models and templates
Tritan Tables (TrTables) form the basis of the storage engine and are a persistent, compressed,
ordered, immutable and optimised time-partitioned block data structure. TrTables consist of four
major components: a quantum re-ordering buer to support ingestion of out-of-order timestamps
within a time quantum, a sorted in-memory time-partitioned block, a memtable and persistent
on-disk, sorted TrTable les for each time-series, consisting of time-partition blocks and a block and
aggregate index. Section 4.3.4 covers the design of TrTables in more detail.
Each time-partitioned block is compressed using the adaptive Delta-RLE-Rice encoding for lower
precision timestamps and Delta-Delta compression for higher precision timestamps (milliseconds
onwards) as explained in Section 4.2.1. Value Compression uses the Gorilla algorithm explained in
Section 4.2.2. Time-partitioned blocks of 64KB are used as analysed in Section 4.3.8.
When a time-series is created and a row of data is added to TritanDB, ammap for this time-series is
automatically generated according to a customisable set of templates based on the Semantic Sensor
Network Ontology [14] that models each column as an observation. emmap can subsequently
be modied on-the-y, imported from RDF serialisation formats (XML, JSON, turtle 17, etc.) and
exported. Internally, TritanDB stores the union of all mmap, Mmap, as a fast in-memory model.
17hps://www.w3.org/TR/turtle/
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Fig. 13. Modular query engine with swappable interfaces for Match, Operate and query grammar
Changes are persisted to disk using an ecient binary format, RDF ri 18. e use of customisable
templates helps to realise a reduced conguration philosophy on setup and input of time-series
data, but still allows the exibility of evolving a ‘schema-less’ rich data model (limited only by
bindings to time-series columns).
6.3 Theery Engine: Swappable Interfaces
Fig. 13 shows the modular query engine design in TritanDB that can be extended to support other
rich data models and query languages besides RDF and SPARQL. We argue that this is important for
the generalisability to other graph and tree data models and any impact on runtime performance is
minimised through the use of a modular design connected by pre-compiled interfaces and reection
in Kotlin. ere are three main modular components, the parser, the matcher and the operator.
e compiled query grammar enables a parser to produce a parse tree from an input query, q. e
query request is accessed from the input ring buer in Section 6.1. e parse tree is walked by
the operator component that sends the qgraph leaves of a parse tree to the matcher. e matcher
performs µmatch based on the relevantmmap model from the in-memory Mmap model described in
Section 6.2. e match engine performing µmatch can be overridden and a custom implementation
based on a minimal, stripped-down version of Apache Jena’s 19 matcher is included. Alternative full
Jena and Eclipse rdf4j 20 matchers are also included. e Bmatch is returned to the operator which
continues walking the parse tree and executing operations till a result, r is returned at the root.
is result is sent back to the requesting client through the Request-Reply broker. ere is an open
source implementation of TritanDB on Github 21. Details of the SWappable Iterator for oPerations
(SWIPE) and the SWappable Interface for BGP Resolution (SWIBRE) build on previous work 22.
6.4 Designing for Concurrency
Immutable TrTable les simplify the locking semantics to only the quantum re-ordering buer
(QRB) and memtable in TritanDB. Furthermore, reads on time-series data can always be associated
with a range of time (if a range is unspecied, then the whole range of time) which simplies the
look up via a block index across the QRB, memtable and TrTable les. e QRB has the additional
characteristic of minimising any blocking on the memtable writes as it ushes and writes to disk a
18hps://afs.github.io/rdf-thri/
19hps://jena.apache.org/
20hp://rdf4j.org/
21hps://github.com/eugenesiow/tritandb-kt
22hps://eugenesiow.gitbooks.io/tritandb/
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TrTable as long as tq , the time taken for the QRB to reach the next quantum expiration and ush to
memtable, is more than twrite, the time taken to write the current memtable to disk.
e following listings describe some functions within TritanDB that elaborate on maintaining
concurrency during ingestion and queries. e QRB is backed by a concurrent ArrayBlockingeue
in this implementation and inserting is shown in Listing 6.1a where the ush to memtable has to
be synchronised. e insertion sort needs to synchronise on the QRB as the remainder (1 − a) × q
values are put back in. e ‘QRB.min’ is now the maximum of the ushed times. Listing 6.1b
shows the synchronised code on the memtable and index to ush to disk and add to the BlockIndex.
A synchronisation lock is necessary as time-series data need not be idempotent (i.e. same data in
the memtable and TrTable at the same time is incorrect on reads). e memtable stores compressed
data to amortise write cost, hence ushing to disk, twrite , is kept minimal and the time blocking
is reduced as well. Listing 6.1c shows that a range query checks the index to obtain the blocks it
needs to read, which can be from the QRB, memtable or TrTable, before it actually retrieves each of
these blocks for the relevant time ranges. Listing 6.1d shows the internal get function in the QRB
for iterating across rows to retrieve a range.
fun insert(row) {
if(QRB.length >= q) {
synchronized(QRB) {
arr = insertionSort(QRB.drain ())
QRB.put(remainder = arr.split(a*q,arr.length ))
} synchronized(memtable) {
memtable.addAll(flushed = arr.split(0,a*q-1))
memidx.update ()
}}
row.time > QRB.min ? QRB.put(row , row.time) }
a. antum Re-ordering Buer (QRB) insert
fun flushMemTable () {
synchronized(memtable) {
TrTableWriter.flushToDisk(memtable ,memidx)
BlockIndex.add(memidx)
memidx.clear()
memtable.clear()
} }
b. Flush memtable and index to disk
fun query(start ,end): Result {
blocks = BlockIndex.get(start ,end)
for((btype ,s,e,o) in blocks) { // relevant blocks
when(btype) {
`QRB ' -> r += QRB.get(s,e)
`memtable '-> r += memtable.get(s,e)
`trtable ' -> r += trReader.get(s,e,o) // offset
}}
return r }
c. ery a range across memory and disk
fun QRB.get(start ,end): Result {
for(row in this.iterator ()) {
if(row.time in start ...end) r.add(row)
else if(row.time > end) break }
return r }
d. Internal QRB functions get and put
Listing 6.2. Functions in TritanDB supporting concurrency for buer, memtable and disk
7 EXPERIMENTS, RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
e following section covers an experimental evaluation of TritanDB with other time-series,
relational and NoSQL databases commonly used to store time-series data. Results are presented
and discussed across a range of experimental setups, datasets and metrics for each database.
7.1 Experimental Setup and Experiment Design
Due to the emergence of large volumes of streaming IoT data and a trend towards Fog Computing
networks that Chiang et al. [13] describe as an ‘end-to-end horizontal architecture that distributes
computing, storage, control, and networking functions closer to users along the cloud-to-thing
continuum’, there is a case for experimenting on cloud and ing setups with varying specications.
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Table 7. Specifications of each experimental setup
Specication Server1 Server2 Gizmo2 Pi2 B+
CPU 2 × 2.6 GHz 4 × 2.6 GHz 2 × 1 GHz 4 × 0.9 GHz
Memory 32 GB 4 GB 1 GB 1 GB
Disk Data Rate 380.7 MB/s 372.9 MB/s 154 MB/s 15.6 MB/s
OS Ubuntu 14.04 64-bit Raspbian Jessie 32-bit
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Format ted
Row Data
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Fig. 14. Ingestion experiment design described in terms of Extract, Transform and Load by time
Table 7 summarises the CPU, memory, disk data rate and Operating System (OS) specications
of each experimental setup. e disk data rate is measured by copying a le with random chunks
and syncing the lesystem to remove the eect of caching. Server1 is a high memory setup with
high disk data rate but lower compute (less cores). Server2 on the other hand is a lower memory
setup with more CPU cores and a similarly high disk data rate. Both of these setups represent
cloud-tier specications in a Fog Computing network. e Pi2 B+ and Gizmo2 setups represent
the ings-tier as compact, lightweight computers with low memory and CPU, an ARM and x86
processors respectively and a Class 10 SD card and mSATA SSD drives respectively with relatively
lower disk data rates. e ings in these setups perform the role of low-powered, portable base
stations or embedded sensor platforms within a Fog Computing network.
Databases tested, as we looked at in Related Work in Section 2, include state-of-the-art time-series
databases InuxDB and Akumuli with innovative LSM-tree and B+-tree inspired storage engine
designs respectively. We also benchmark against two popular NoSQL, schema-less databases
that underly many emerging time-series databases: MongoDb and Cassandra. OpenTSDB, an
established open-source time-series database that works on HBase, a distributed key-value store,
is also tested. Other databases tested against include the lightweight but fully-featured relational
database, H2 SQL and the search-index-based ElasticSearch which was shown to perform well for
time-series monitoring by Mathe et al. [32].
We perform experiments on each setup described in Sections 7.1.1 and 7.1.2 to test the ingestion
performance and query performance respectively for IoT data. Results and discussion for ingestion
and storage performance are presented in Section 7.2 and for query performance in Section 7.3.
7.1.1 Ingestion Experimentation Design. Fig. 14 summarises the ingestion experiment process
in well-dened Extract, Transform and Load stages. A reader sends the raw dataset as rows to a
transformer in the Extract stage. In the Transform stage, the transformer formats the data according
to the intended database’s bulk write protocol format and compressed using Gzip to a le. In the
Load stage, the le is decompressed and the formaed data is sent to the database by a bulk loader
which employs x workers, where x corresponds to the number of cores on an experimental setup.
e average ingestion time, t , is measured by averaging across 5 runs for each setup, dataset and
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Table 8. Storage space (in GB) required for each dataset on dierent databases
Database Shelburne Taxi SRBench
TritanDB 0.350 0.294 0.009
InuxDb 0.595 0.226a 0.015
Akumuli 0.666 0.637 0.005
MongoDb 5.162 6.828 0.581
OpenTSDB 0.742 1.958 0.248
H2 SQL 1.109/2.839b 0.579/1.387 0.033
Cassandra 1.088 0.838 0.064
ElasticSearch (ES) 2.225 1.134 - c
aInuxDb points with the same timestamp are silently overwrien (due to its log-structured-merge-tree-based design),
hence, database size is smaller as there are only 3.2 × 106 unique timestamps of 4.4 × 106 rows.
b(size without indexes, size with an index on the timestamp column)
cAs each station is an index, ES on even the high RAM Server1 setup failed when trying to create 4702 stations.
database. e average rate of ingestion for each setup, s1, s2, p and д is calculated by dividing the
number of rows of each dataset by the average ingestion time. e storage space required for the
database is measured 5 minutes aer ingestion. Each database is deployed in a Docker container.
e schema design for MongoDB, Cassandra and OpenTSDB are optimised for reads in ad-hoc
querying and follow the recommendations of Persen et al. in their series of technical papers on
performantly mapping the time-series use case to each of these databases [39? ? ]. is approach
models each row by their individual elds in documents, columns or key-value pairs respectively
with the tradeo of storage space for query performance.
7.1.2 ery Experimentation Design. e aim of the query experimentation is to determine
the overhead of query translation and the performance of TritanDB against other state-of-the-art
stores for IoT data and queries. Particularly, we look at the following types of queries advised by
literature for measuring the characteristics of time-series nancial databases [26], each is averaged
across 100 xed seed pseudo-random time ranges:
(1) Cross-sectional range queries that access all columns of a dataset.
(2) Deep-history range queries that access a random single column of a dataset.
(3) Aggregating a subset of columns of a dataset by arithmetic mean (average).
e execution time of each query is measured as the time from sending the query request to
when the query results have been completely wrien to a le on disk. e above queries are
measured on the Shelburne and GreenTaxi datasets.
Database-specic formats for ingestion and query experiments build on time-series database
comparisons from InuxDb and Akumuli 23.
7.2 Discussing the storage and ingestion results
Table 8 shows the storage space, in gigabytes (GB), required for each dataset with each database.
TritanDB that makes use of time-series compression, time-partitioning blocks and TrTables that
have minimal space amplication has the best storage performance for the Shelburne and GreenTaxi
datasets. It comes in second to Akumuli for the SRBench dataset. InuxDb and Akumuli that
23hps://github.com/Lazin/inuxdb-comparisons
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Table 9. Average rate of ingestion for each dataset on dierent databases
Database Server1 (103 rows/s) Server2 (103 rows/s)
s1shelburne s
1
taxi s
1
srbench s
2
shelburne s
2
taxi s
2
srbench
TritanDB 173.59 68.28 94.01 252.82 110.07 180.19
InuxDb 1.08 1.05 1.88 1.39 1.34 1.09
Akumuli 49.63 18.96 61.78 46.44 17.71 59.23
MongoDb 1.35 0.39 1.23 1.96 0.58 1.81
OpenTSDB 0.26 0.08 0.24 0.25 0.07 0.22
H2 SQL 80.22 45.23 51.89 84.42 52.67 77.12
Cassandra 0.90 0.25 0.78 1.47 0.45 1.66
ES 0.10 0.09 - 0.11 0.04 -
Pi2 B+ (102 rows/s)a Gizmo2 (103 rows/s)
pshelburne ptaxi psrbench дshelburne дtaxi дsrbench
TritanDB 73.68 26.58 48.42 32.62 12.77 14.05
InuxDb 1.33 1.28 1.43 0.26 0.25 0.28
Akumuli -b - - 9.79 3.84 10.48
MongoDb -c - 1.78 0.22 0.06 0.21
OpenTSDB 0.10 0.03 0.08 0.05 0.02 0.05
H2 SQL 32.11 18.80 34.26 15.13 8.30 10.42
Cassandra 0.67 0.27 0.85 0.16 0.05 0.15
ES -d - - 0.03 0.01 -
aNote the dierence in order of magnitude of 102 rather than 103
bAt the time of writing, Akumuli does not support ARM systems.
cIngestion on MongoDb on the 32-bit Pi2 for larger datasets fails due to memory limitations.
dIngestion on ElasticSearch fails due to memory limitations (Java heap space).
also utilise time-series compression produce signicantly smaller database sizes than the other
relational and NoSQL stores.
MongoDb needs the most storage space amongst the databases for the read-optimised schema
design chosen while search index based ElasticSearch (ES) also requires more storage. ES also
struggles with the SRBench dataset where creating many time-series as separate indexes fails even
on the high RAM Server1 conguration. In this design, each of the 4702 stations is an index on its
own to be consistent with the other database schema designs.
As InuxDb silently overwrites rows with the same timestamp, it shows a smaller database size
for the GreenTaxi dataset of trips as trips for dierent taxis that start at the same timestamp are
overwrien. Only 3.2×106 of 4.4×106 are stored eventually. It is possible to use tags to dierentiate
taxis in InuxDb but this is limited by a xed maximum tag cardinality of 100k.
TritanDB has from 1.7 times to an order of magnitude beer storage eciency than other
databases for the larger Shelburne and Taxi datasets. It has a similar 1.7 to an order of magnitude
advantage over all other databases except Akumuli for SRBench.
Table 9 shows the average rate of ingestion, in rows per second, for each dataset with each
database, across setups. From Server1 and Server2 setups, we notice that TritanDB, InuxDb,
MongoDb, H2 SQL and Cassandra all perform beer with more processor cores rather than more
memory while Akumuli and OpenTSDB perform slightly beer on the high memory Server2 setup
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Table 10. Average query overhead (in ms) for various queries across dierent setups
Setup Cross-sectional Deep-history Aggregation
Server1 53.99 52.16 53.72
Server2 58.54 53.31 53.99
Pi2 B+ 581.99 531.95 537.80
Gizmo2 449.33 380.18 410.58
with slightly beer disk data rate. For both setups and all datasets, TritanDB has the highest rate of
ingestion from 1.5 times to 3 orders of magnitude higher on Server1 and from 2 times to 3 orders of
magnitude higher on Server2 due to the ring buer and sequential write out to TrTables.
e Class 10 SD card, a Sandisk Extreme with best-of-class advertised write speeds, of the Pi2
B+ setup is an order of magnitude slower than the mSATA SSD of the Gizmo2 setup. Certain
databases like Akumuli did not support the 32-bit ARM Pi2 B+ setup at the time of writing so some
experiments could not be carried out. On the Gizmo2, TritanDB ingestion rates were about 8 to 12
times slower than on Server2 due to a slower CPU with less cores, however, it still performed the
best amongst the databases and was at least 1.3 times faster than its nearest competitor, H2 SQL.
7.3 Evaluatingery Performance and Translation Overhead
7.3.1 ery Translation Overhead. e translation overhead is the time taken to parse the input
query, perform the match and operate steps and produce a query plan for execution. e JVM is
shutdown aer each run and a gradle compile and execute task starts the next run to minimise the
impact of previous runs on run time. Time for loading the models in the map step is not included as
this occurs on startup of TritanDB rather than at query time. Table 10 shows the query translation
overhead, averaged across a 100 dierent queries of each type (e.g. cross-sectional, deep-history)
and then averaged amongst datasets, across dierent setups.
e mean query overhead for all three types of queries are similar with deep-history queries
the simplest in terms of query tree complexity followed by aggregation and then cross-sectional
queries which involve unions between graphs. e results reect this order. eries on the Pi2 B+
and Gizmo2 are an order of magnitude slower than those running on the server setups, however,
still execute in sub-second times and can be improved with caching of query trees. When executed
in a sequence without restarting the JVM, subsequent query overhead is under 10ms on the Pi2 B+
and Gizmo2 and under 2ms on the server setups. e Gizmo2 is faster than the Pi2 B+ in processing
queries and Server2 is slightly faster than Server1.
7.3.2 Cross-sectional, Deep-history and Aggregation eries. Fig. 15 shows the results of a
cross-sectional range query on the server setups s1 and s2. As cross-sectional queries are wide and
involve retrieving many elds/columns from each row of data, the columnar schema design in
MongoDb (each document as a eld of a row) has the slowest average execution time. Furthermore,
the wider Taxi dataset (20 columns) has longer execution times than the narrower Shelburne dataset
(6 columns). is disparity between datasets is also true for Cassandra, where a similar schema
design is used. Row-based H2 SQL and ElasticSearch (where each row is a document), show the
inverse phenomena between datasets. Purpose-built time-series databases TritanDB, OpenTSDB
and Akumuli perform the best for this type of query. TritanDB has the fastest average query
execution time of about 2.4 times beer than the next best OpenTSDB running on HBase (which
does not support the Taxi dataset due to multiple duplicate timestamps in the dataset) and 4.7 times
faster than third best Akumuli for cross-sectional range queries on server setups.
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Fig. 15. Cross-sectional range query average execution time for each database for s1 and s2
e execution times are the mean of s1 and s2 while the condence interval to the le of each bar indicates the range of execution time.
Table 11. Average query execution time for various queries with TritanDB on the Pi2 B+ and Gizmo2
TritanDB Pi2 B+ (s) Gizmo2 (s) Ratio (s:p:д)
pshelburne ptaxi дshelburne дtaxi rshelburne rtaxi
Cross-Sectional 388.18 375.97 54.44 62.19 1:35:5 1:36:6
Deep-History 111.10 47.95 19.03 21.37 1:22:4 1:30:13
Aggregation 0.13 0.16 0.07 0.06 1:6:3 1:15:6
Fig. 16 shows the average execution time for each database on a mean of s1 and s2 setups for
deep-history range queries. We see that all databases and not only those that utilise columnar
storage design perform beer on the Taxi dataset than on Shelburne when retrieving deep-history
with a single column due to there being less rows of data in Taxi. TritanDB has the fastest query
execution times for deep-history queries as well and is 1.1 times faster than OpenTSDB and 3 times
faster than the third best Cassandra. Both OpenTSDB and Cassandra have columnar schema design
optimised for retrieving deep history queries which explains the narrower performance gap than
for cross-sectional queries. ElasticSearch which stores rows as documents and requires a lter to
retrieve a eld from each document performs poorly for deep-history queries.
Table 11 shows the average execution time for various queries on TritanDB on both ings
setups. e Gizmo2 is faster than the Pi2 B+ and is from 3 to 13 times slower than the mean of
the server setups execution times across various queries. e Pi2 B+ setup is 6 to 36 times slower
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aOpenTSDB queries cannot be executed on the Taxi dataset because multiple duplicate timestamps are not supported
Fig. 16. Deep-history range query average execution time mean of s1 and s2 on each database
than the servers. We observe an inversion of results between the narrow Shelburne and wide Taxi
datasets on the Gizmo2 for both the cross-sectional and deep-history queries where the boleneck
is the CPU for reading and decompressing time-partitioned blocks. However, the boleneck shis
to the slow write speed of the Pi2 B+ to SD card and so the more rows of Shelburne take precedence
in performance metrics.
Fig. 17 shows the average execution time for each database on a mean of s1 and s2 setups for
aggregation range queries. An average aggregator is used in the queries on a subset of columns and
a 101loд10 scale is used to t the range of execution times in the graph. TritanDB, Akumuli have the
fastest execution times (within about 10-100ms) as they both store aggregates for blocks (e.g. sum,
max, min, count) within the block index in memory and B+ tree structure respectively. TritanDB
performs a fast lookup of the index in-memory and scans the rst and last blocks and is 3.3 and
1.2 times faster than Akumuli for the Shelburne and Taxi datasets respectively. Native time-series
databases like InuxDB, TritanDB and Akumuli perform the best for aggregation queries as this is
a key optimisation for time-series rollup and resampling operations. ElasticSearch also performs
well for aggregation queries with indexing tuned specically for time-series metrics, agreeing with
independent benchmark results [32]. Additional results are presented in Appendix A.
8 TIME-SERIES ANALYTICS ON TRITANDB
8.1 Resampling and converting unevenly-spaced to evenly spaced time-series
It was discovered that IoT data collected from across a range of domains in the IoT consisted of
both evenly-spaced and non-evenly spaced time-series. While there exists an extensive body of
literature on the analysis of evenly-spaced time-series data [? ], few methods exist specically for
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aAs the 100 queries are executed in sequence, the query translation overhead decreases to 0 to 2ms aer the initial query
bOpenTSDB queries cannot be executed on the Taxi dataset because multiple duplicate timestamps are not supported
Fig. 17. Aggregation range query average execution time mean of s1 and s2 on each database
unevenly-spaced time series data. As Eckner [? ] explains, this was because the basic theory for
time-series analysis was developed “when limitations in computing resources favoured the analysis
of equally spaced data”, where ecient linear algebra routines could be used to provide explicit
solutions. TritanDB that works across both resource-constrained fog computing platforms and the
cloud, provides two methods for dealing with unevenly-spaced data.
One method of transforming unevenly-spaced to evenly-spaced time-series in TritanDB is resam-
pling. is is achieved by spliing the time series into time buckets and applying an aggregation
function, such as an ‘AVG’ function, to perform linear interpolation on the values in that series.
Listing 6 shows a SPARQL 1.1 query that converts an unevenly-spaced time-series to an hourly
aggregated time-series of average wind speed values per hour. Unfortunately, as time-partitioned
blocks in TritanDB are based on a xed block size, the index is created without knowledge of hourly
boundaries. In the worse case, a full scan will have to be performed on each block for such a query.
Listing 6. SPARQL query on TritanDB to resample the wind speed time-series by hours
SELECT (AVG(?wsVal) AS ?val) WHERE {
?sensor isA windSensor;
has ?obs.
?obs hasValue ?wsVal;
hasTime ?time.
FILTER (?time >"2003 -04 -01 T00 :00:00" && ?time <"2003 -04 -01 T01 :00:00"ˆˆxsd:dateTime)
} GROUP BY hours (?time)
As Eckner [? ] summarises from a series of examples, performing the conversion from unevenly-
spaced to evenly-spaced time-series results in data loss with dense points and dilution with sparse
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points, the loss of time information like the frequency of observations, and aects causality. e
linear interpolation used in resampling also “ignores the stochasticity around the conditional
mean” which leads to a dicult-to-quantify but signicant bias when various methods of analysing
evenly-spaced time-series are applied, as shown in experiments comparing correlation analysis
techniques by Rehfeld et al. [? ].
Hence, a more graceful approach to working with unevenly-spaced time-series is to use Simple
Moving Averages (SMA). Each successive average is calculated from a moving window of a certain
time horizon, τ , over the time-series. An ecient algorithm to do so is from an SMA function
dened in Denition 8.1 as proposed by Eckner [? ].
Denition 8.1 (Simple Moving Average, SMA(X ,τ )t ). Given an unevenly-spaced time-series, X ,
the simple moving average, for a time horizon of τ where τ > 0, for t ∈ T (X ) is SMA(X ,τ )t =
1
τ
∫ τ
0 X [t − s]ds . T (X ) is the vector of the observation times within the time-series X , X [t] is the
sampled value of time series X at time t and s is the spacing of observation times.
Figure 18 shows a visualisation of how SMA is calculated. Each observation is marked by a
cross in the gure and this particular time horizon is from t − τ to t . e area under the graph
averaged over τ gives the SMA value for this window. In this case, s is the time interval between
the rightmost observation at t and the previous observation.
tt -? t -st ime
v
a
lu
e
X[t ]
X[t -s]
X[t -?] X[t -s]× s
Fig. 18. Visualisation of Simple Moving Average Calculation
e ‘hours()’ function in the query in Listing 6 can be changed to a ‘sma(?time,tau)’ function
from an extension to SPARQL implemented in TritanDB. is produces an SMA time-series using
the ecient algorithm implementing the SMA function by Eckner [? ] and shown in Listing 7.
Listing 7. Algorithm to Calculate Simple Moving Average
left = 1; area = left_area = X[1] * tau; SMA[1] = X[1];
for (right in 2:N(X)) {
// Expand interval on right end
area = area + X[right -1] * (T[right] - T[right -1]);
// Remove truncated area on left end
area = area - left_area;
// Shrink interval on left end
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t_left_new = T[right] - tau;
while (T[left] <= t_left_new) {
area = area - X[left] * (T[left +1] - T[left ]);
left = left + 1;
}
// Add truncated area on left end
left_area = X[max(1, left -1)] * (T[left] - t_left_new)
area = area + left_area;
// Save SMA value for current time window
SMA[right] = area / tau;
}
is algorithm incrementally calculates the SMA for a N(X)-sized moving window, where N(X)
is the number of observations in time-series X, reusing the previous calculations. ere are four
main areas (under the graph) involved for each SMA value calculated, the right area, the central
area, the new le area and the le area. e central area is unchanged in each calculation. e
algorithm rst expands and adds the new right area from T[right] - T[right-1], where ‘right’ is
the new rightmost observation. e lemost area from the previous iteration is removed and any
additional area to the le less than T [right] − τ , the time horizon, is also removed. e removed
area is the le area. A new le area from T [right] − τ till the next observation is then calculated
and added to the total area. is new total area is then divided by the time horizon value, τ , to
obtain the SMA for this particular window.
8.2 Models: Seasonal ARIMA and forecasting
TritanDB includes an extendable model operator that is added to queries as function extensions to
SPARQL. An example is shown in Listing 8 which shows how a forecasting of the next months
points of evenly-spaced time-series can be made using a moving average function, a seasonal
ARIMA model function with a 4-week seasonal cycle and a years worth of time-series data in a
SPARQL query.
Listing 8. Forecasting a month with a 4-week-cycle Seasonal ARIMA Model on a year of time-series
SELECT (FORECAST (?tVal ,30) AS ?val) WHERE {
?sensor isA tempSensor;
has ?obs.
?obs hasValue ?tVal;
hasTime ?time.
FILTER (?time >"2011 -04 -01 T00 :00:00" && ?time <"2012 -04 -01 T00 :00:00"ˆˆxsd:dateTime)
} GROUP BY ARIMA_S(sma(?time ,1d),4w)
e result set of the query includes a forecast of 30 points representing values of the temperature
sensor in the next month. ARIMA and random walk models are also included from an open source
time-series analysis library 24.
9 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
In this paper, we tackled the requirements of performance and interoperability when handling
the increasing amount of streaming data from the Internet of ings (IoT), building on advances
in time-series databases for telemetry data and ecient query translation on rich data models.
e investigation of the structure of public IoT data provides a basis to design database systems
according to the characteristics of at, wide, numerical and a mix of both evenly and unevenly-
spaced time-series data. e microbenchmarks and benchmarks also provide strong arguments
for the eectiveness of time-partitioned blocks, timestamp and value compression algorithms
and immutable data structures with in-memory tables for time-series IoT storage and processing.
24hps://github.com/jrachiele/java-timeseries
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Furthermore, benchmarks on both cloud servers and resource-constrained ings, comparing across
native time-series databases, relational databases and NoSQL storage provides a foundation for
understanding performance within the IoT and Fog Computing networks. In terms of performance,
there is still a disparity between cloud and ings performance which provides a case for resampling
and aggregations for real-time analysis.
e included generalised map-match-operate method for query translation encourages the
development of rich data models for data integration and interoperability in the IoT and we develop
one possible actualisation with the Resource Description Framework (RDF) and SPARQL query
language. Simple analytical features like models for forecasting with time-series data are also
explored. e possibilities for future research that we are pursuing are the specic optimisation of
query plans for time-series data and workloads and understanding the challenges of scaling and
partitioning time-series data especially across Fog Computing networks.
A ADDITIONAL EVALUATION RESULTS
In this appendix, we present the additional evaluation results that were omied in the main paper
for brevity. Table 12 shows the average cross-sectional query execution time on the Pi2 B+ and the
Gizmo2 while Table 13 shows the results for deep-history queries and Table 14 shows the results
for aggregation. TritanDB was faster than other databases on each type of query on the ing
setups of the Pi2 B+ and Gizmo2 as well.
Table 12. Average query execution time for cross-sectional queries on the Pi2 B+ and Gizmo2
Database Pi2 B+ (102 s) Gizmo2 (102 s)
pshelburne ptaxi дshelburne дtaxi
InuxDb - a - - -
Akumuli - - 2.46 2.04
MongoDb - - 28.35 41.22
OpenTSDB - b - - -
H2 SQL 21.65 11.49 10.45 3.75
Cassandra 26.44 25.28 6.82 6.15
ElasticSearch - - 8.74 5.54
aInuxDB encounters out of memory errors for cross-sectional and deep-history queries on both setups.
bOpenTSDB on both setups runs out of memory incurring Java Heap Space errors on all 3 types of queries.
B OPERATE: SPARQL TO TRITANDB OPERATORS
In this appendix, we present the set of SPARQL algebra operators (excluding property path op-
erations which are not supported) and their corresponding translation to TritanDB operators in
the operate step of Map-Match-Operate. e list of SPARQL algebra is obtained from the SPARQL
1.1 specication under the ‘Translation to SPARQL algebra’ section 25 and follows the OpVisitor
26 implementation from Apache Jena. e implementation of the set of TritanDB operators was
inspired by the relational algebra Application Programming Interface (API) specication of Apache
Calcite 27. Table 15 shows the conversion from SPARQL algebra to TritanDB operator.
25hps://www.w3.org/TR/sparql11-query/#sparqlery
26hps://jena.apache.org/documentation/javadoc/arq/org/apache/jena/sparql/algebra/OpVisitor.html
27hps://calcite.apache.org/docs/algebra.html
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Table 13. Average query execution time for deep-history queries on the Pi2 B+ and Gizmo2
Database Pi2 B+ (102 s) Gizmo2 (102 s)
pshelburne ptaxi дshelburne дtaxi
InuxDb - - - -
Akumuli - - 1.14 0.40
MongoDb - - 4.44 1.88
OpenTSDB - - - -
H2 SQL 13.52 5.03 3.04 1.25
Cassandra 4.77 1.30 1.10 0.32
ElasticSearch - - 8.64 3.53
Table 14. Average query execution time for aggregation queries on the Pi2 B+ and Gizmo2
Database Pi2 B+ (s) Gizmo2 (s)
pshelburne ptaxi дshelburne дtaxi
InuxDb 7.10 1.76 2.75 0.62
Akumuli - - 0.37 0.33
MongoDb - - 96.45 57.90
OpenTSDB - - - -
H2 SQL 400.40 192.54 126.49 54.04
Cassandra 102.67 56.75 35.32 19.89
ElasticSearch - - 0.45 0.24
match is described in Denition 5.3 which matches a Basic Graph Paern (BGP) from a query
with a mapping to produce a binding B. A set of time-series are referenced within B. scan is an
operator that returns an iterator over a time-series TS.
join combines two time-series according to conditions specied as expr while semiJoin joins
two time-series according to some condition, but outputs only columns from the le input.
filter modies the input to return an iterator over points for which the conditions specied in
expr evaluate to true. A common lter condition would be one over time for a time-series.
union returns the union of the input time-series and bindings B. If the same time-series is
referenced within inputs, only the bindings need to be merged. If two dierent time-series are
merged, the iterator is formed in linear time by a comparison-based sorting algorithm, the merge
step within a merge sort, as the time-series are retrieved in sorted time order.
setMap is used to apply the specied mapping to its algebra tree leaf nodes for match.
extend allows the evaluation of an expression expr to be bound to a new variable var. is
evaluation is performed only if var is projected. ere are three means in SPARQL to produce the
algebra: using bind, expressions in the select clause or expressions in the group by clause.
minus returns the iterator of rst input excluding points from the second input.
aggregate produces an iteration over a set of aggregated results from an input. To calculate
aggregate values for an input, the input is rst divided into one or more groups by the groupKey
eld and the aggregate value is calculated for the particular aggr function for each group. e
functions supported are count, sum, avg, min, max, sample and groupconcat.
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Table 15. SPARQL Algebra and the corresponding TritanDB Operator in the Operate step
SPARQL Algebra TritanDB Operator
Graph Paern
BGP, Qgraph match(BGP,map), scan(TS)
Join, ./ join(expr…)
LeJoin, n semiJoin(expr)
Filter,σ lter(expr…)
Union, ∪ union()
Graph setMap(map)
Extend extend(expr,var)
Minus minus()
Group/Aggregation aggregate(groupKey, aggr)
Solution Modiers
OrderBy sort(eldOrdinal…)
Project, Π project(exprList [, eldNames])
Distinct distinct()
Reduced distinct()
Slice limit(oset, fetch)
sort imposes a particular sort order on its input based on a sequence consisting of fieldOrdinals,
each dening the time-series eld index (zero-based) and specifying a positive ordinal for ascending
and negative for descending order.
project computes the set of chosen variables to ’select’ from its input, as specied by exprList,
and returns an iterator to the result containing only the selected variables. e default name of
variables provided can be renamed by specifying the new name within the fieldNames argument.
distinct eliminates all duplicate records while reduced, in the TritanDB implementation,
performs the same function. e SPARQL specication denes the dierence being that distinct
ensures duplicate elimination while reduced simply permiing duplicate elimination. Given that
time-series are retrieved in sorted order of time, the distinct function works the same for both
and eliminates immediately repeated duplicate result rows.
limit computes a window over the input returning an iterator over results that are of a maximum
size (in rows) of fetch and are a distance of offset from the start of the results.
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